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Opentask, Ireland, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 274 x
208 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.Welcome to the third issue of Debugged! MZ/PE
magazine! This issue is dedicated to software tracing. The
science of memory dump analysis (Memoretics) treats software
traces as memory snapshots (dumps) and we can apply pattern-
driven analysis techniques to them too. The first article in this
issue shows such a unified approach for troubleshooting and
debugging complex software problems involving both memory
dump and software trace artefacts. The second article reminds
us that process heap data is also a trace of activity and we can
make various hypothesis by analyzing its execution residue. The
final article is about the novel and fun method of colorimetric
tracing. The back cover features software trace analysis pattern
summary with examples and diagrams for easy desk reference. -
Dmitry Vostokov - Editor-in-Chief.
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I just began looking over this pdf. It is one of the most amazing pdf i have study. I discovered this book from my dad
and i recommended this pdf to understand.
-- Mer r itt K ilba ck II--  Mer r itt K ilba ck II

Good e book and useful one. I have got read and that i am confident that i will likely to go through once more again
later on. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ang ela  B lick-- Ang ela  B lick
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